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Abstract
Aim: This study determined the in vitro cytotoxicity of mswaki fibres on human gingival fibroblasts (HGF). Methods: Two types of “mswaki” twigs (Salvadora persica and Euclea natalensis) were used. Each twig was swabbed with 70% ethanol, the bark was then removed and approximately 1 cm pieces of fibre were cut and stored separately. Two HGF cell lines (GW3 and GW6) were cultured, harvested and seeded into 12mm tissue culture wells at a concentration of 3-5 × 10⁶ cells ml⁻¹ and allowed to form a monolayer by incubating them for 24h at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO₂ and of 95% air. To determine cytotoxicity, cut pieces of both twigs were placed into the tissue culture wells with established HGF and excess media was removed for closer proximity. Using an inverted microscope, cell reactions were observed at 10 and 30 min and 1, 2, 4, 24, and 48h and cell lysis determined when a change in cell morphology was observed. Results: None of the employed HGF cell lines showed any change in cell morphology for either of the inoculated mswaki fibres during the study period. Cells appeared healthy and no changes in morphology were observed indicative of cell lysis. Cell proliferation for both cell lines at 24 and 48h showed a significant difference from controls regardless of the presence of mswaki fibre. Conclusion: Both mswaki fibres were observed not to have exhibited any cytotoxic effect hence proof of their suitability as a traditional toothbrush in the maintenance of oral hygiene.
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Introduction
"Mswaki", a traditional toothbrush used for the maintenance of oral hygiene, are made from straight pieces of twigs of specific tenderness and fibrous quality. They have been used for centuries as a tooth-cleaning device (1) in many Sub-Saharan countries (2), the Middle East (3, 4, 5) and Indian Subcontinent (2, 6).

The widespread use of mswaki can be attributed to their inexpensiveness (7), customary use (8) as well as religious reasons (9). Their use is more prevalent in rural populations (6, 10) and more amongst male than females (11, 12) and among the older generation (12). In Tanzania, the mswaki is also regarded to be the most commonly used traditional tooth cleaning device and mostly amongst adults in rural Tanzania. Its use is significantly determined by education and occupational status as well as tribal origin (13).

Useful properties of the mswaki fibre which have been demonstrated include antiplaque, antiperiodontal, antitartar and antibacterial effect (3). Apart from being reported to have an agreeable taste, it is also known to stimulate the flow of saliva (14). These properties have led to the mswaki being recommended and encouraged as an effective tool for oral hygiene (15).

Most studies in regard to the “mswaki” have been based on research that deals with the extracts from the “mswaki” (2, 16, 17) and only one study to date has reported the effects of “freshly cut mswaki” (18). Since it is the mswaki fibres of the formed tuft that come into close contact with the gingival tissues the aim of this study was to investigate the in vitro cytotoxicity of the fibres of two different types of “Mswaki” on human gingival fibroblasts (HGF).

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Mswaki samples
Two different types of “mswaki”, Euclea natalensis (EN) and Salvadora persica (SP) (Fig I) were purchased from a local market in Tanzania, stored separately in sealed sterile plastic bags and preserved in a refrigerator. The local names of the twigs mdaha and mkalubuku,
were verified by the Traditional Medicine Research Unit, Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences. Preparation of the mswaki fibres entailed swabbing of the twigs with 70% ethanol, cutting and discarding a small length of one end and removing the bark of the remaining piece. The exposed inner fibres of the latter piece were then frayed and cut into lengths of approximately 1 cm long and stored in labeled sterile containers for later use (Fig II).

Preparation of Cell culture
Healthy gingival tissue acquired from two patients undergoing periodontal surgery (crown lengthening) was used as the primary source of human gingival fibroblast cell lines (GW3 and GW6) (23). The medium used for culturing both cell lines was Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) with Non Essential Amino Acids (NEAA) and 10% fetal calf serum and 100 IU/ml Penicillin G and 100 MCG/ml streptomycin sulphate. Confluent cultures were washed with phosphate buffered saline and cells were detached by trypsinization with 3mls of 0.5% trypsin and 0.2% Ethylen Tetra Acetic Acid (EDTA). The cells obtained after centrifugation were seeded into measured tissue culture media (19) so as to achieve a known concentration for seeding. Each of the cell lines was seeded in duplicate at a concentration of 3-5 X 10^6 cells/ml into 12 mm tissue culture wells. On each plate containing 24 wells, GW3 cell line was placed into the first 3 columns (12 wells) and GW6 into the remaining three columns (Fig III). The seeded cells in the wells were allowed to form a monolayer by incubating the tissue culture wells for 24 hour at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and of 95% air.

Determining cytotoxicity of the mswaki fibres
Using sterile tweezers, mswaki fibres of EN were then added into wells of the seeded plates of the second and fifth columns and those of SP into the third and sixth columns. The first and fourth columns served as control (Fig III). To ensure close contact of the fibres with the cells, excess culture media was removed from all wells using a sterile pipette. Using an inverted microscope cells were observed after 10 and 30 min, 1, 2, 4, 24, and 48 h of contact with the mswaki fibre and photographs were taken at X20 and X40 magnification. Normal fibroblast cells may appear rounded, stellate or elongated depending on the stage of attachment while

Cytotoxicity was determined if there was an observed change in cell morphology or evidence of cell lysis (disruption of cell membranes). No statistical analysis were performed as data obtained were non parametric.

Results
Overall, there was no difference in cell structure between the two HGF cell lines (GW3 and GW6) prior or after the addition of the mswaki fibres. Cells appeared healthy and no visual changes in morphology were observed that suggested lysis.

Figure I. Showing Mswaki sticks that are used for oral hygiene. a) Salvadora persica and b) Euclae natalensis

As shown in Fig IV, the monolayer of HGF cells (GW3) with the SP mswaki fibre appeared healthy and displayed no change in cell morphology after 4 h of contact.

A paratrooper was home on leave.
"How many jumps have you madw?" one of his friends asked.

"Only one," admitted the paratrooper. "My service record shows 20 but on the other 19, I was pushed."
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Figure II. Fibres of the mswaki (Salvadora persica) being cut into lengths of approximately 1cm after cleaning and removal of the outer bark.

At 24h the GW6 cells with the mswaki fibre (EN) appeared more compact and maintained normal morphology, including cells that were adjacent and in contact with the fibre. Dividing cells were observed on the surface (Fig V).
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Figure III: Tissue Culture plate showing the 24 wells of 12mm diameter with HGF and mswaki fibres. (GW3 - Human gingival fibroblast cell line - patient 1; GW6 - Human gingival fibroblast cell line - patient 2; C1 - Control cell line GW3; C2 - Control cell line GW6; EN - Euclea natalensis mswaki fibre; SP - Salvadora persica mswaki fibre.

In Fig VI a denser layer of GW3 cells with mswaki fibre (EN) is observed after 48h, indicating that further cell division had occurred. The cell morphology remained the same exhibiting no evidence of lysis.

Discussion
In many countries Salvadora persica is the most common source for mswaki (20) and Tanzania is no exception. Besides Salvadora persica, Euclea natalensis is also another commonly used "mswaki" in Tanzania and hence both species were investigated in this study. Salvadora persica is an evergreen perennial halophyte capable of growing under extreme conditions, from very dry environments to highly saline soils (21) while Euclea natalensis is related to the African Zanzibari community as it is usually found in coastal forest, woodland and on hills, where it grows as a shrub or tree (22).

The mswaki stick is about 15 to 20cm in length and prepared by chewing one end of the stick until a fibrous tuft is formed (23). It is this tuft that is then used in the maintenance of oral hygiene but after it has been used a few times the fibres get soft and the used bristles are cut away and a new part for brushing is prepared (14).

The mswaki is also known to have an agreeable taste and stimulates the flow of saliva, but after it has been used a few times coupled with drying up, the slightly bitter taste is lost.
Comparisons with different studies could not be done due to differences in employed methods, type and form of test material used. Most studies have reported the effect of the extract from the mswaki fibre on cultured cells and it is possible that the observed results may have been influenced by the solvent used in obtaining the extract. The choice of solvent will determine which constituents will be extracted and the solvent may itself cause cell lysis. To overcome the effect of a solvent and to ensure close proximity with cultured cells, the contact method was justified.

Prior to handling of the twig, the risk of contamination was minimized by hand washing, swabbing of the twig with ethanol, cutting and discarding of a small length of one end and removal of the outer bark. The exposed fibres were then cut into lengths of about 1cm to ensure adequate fit into culture wells (12mm).

Storage of the *Salvadora persica* mswaki twig in a refrigerator maintained its freshness which was verified by its whitish brown colour as in accordance with Greenway (24) who stated that a dark brown color indicated that the mswaki was no longer fresh. Although Etebu, Tasie and Daniel-Kalio (25) reported that the percentage of fungal colonization increased with increase in storage period, Almas, Al-Bagieh and Akapata (26) found no difference in antimicrobial effect between fresh and one month old mswak. The *Euclea natalensis* stick had a dark coloured outer bark with an orange tinge on its inside (Fig 1), and its use in this study was mainly as a control to findings portrayed by the *Salvadora persica* stick.

![Monolayer of HGF cells](image1)

**Fig IV.** Slide showing a monolayer of HGF cells (GW3) at X40 magnification with the SP mswaki fibre at 4h. Cell morphology appears normal and intertwining of cells is noted. Indication of cell multiplication is apparent.

![Dividing cell nuclei](image2)

**Fig V.** Slide showing a monolayer of HGF cells (GW6) with the mswaki fibre (EN) at 24h (X20 magnification). Dividing cell nuclei are seen at the surface, cells appear to have normal morphology and no evidence of cell lysis.
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There are various methods used in the determination of cytotoxicity, each with its strengths and weaknesses. The visual method was chosen as it gives accurate results with a minimum amount of equipment. The obtained results are non-parametric and regarded as reliable based on the researcher's experience in cell culturing. In this study two different sources of cultured fibroblast cells were used to assess cytotoxicity so as to control for the effect of genetic makeup. In assessing the in vitro cytotoxicity the direct contact method was preferred to the indirect method as the contact method allows lipid soluble molecules to be absorbed during contact of the fibres with the gingival cells. The wetting of the mswaki fibre by culture media acted as a solvent and the removal of the excess media brought into close proximity the gingival cells and the mswaki fibres. The contact method was also preferred as not all substances within the mswaki fibre can be extracted by solvents and the use of a suitable solvent could be toxic to cells.

Fig. VI. Slide at X40 magnification showing a denser layer of HGF cells (GW3) with the Mswaki fibre (EN) at 48h. Dividing cells are observed on the surface.

Analysis of cell behaviour carried out under well-controlled conditions allows conclusions about the bio-acceptability of a material and employs cellular morphology as an accepted parameter of bio-acceptability tests (27). When adherent cells (HGF) are cultured in vitro, they maintain a characteristic shape by adhesion both to neighbouring cells and to the extracellular matrix (28). Regardless of the added mswaki fibres, the cell density increased over time as evident from observed cell multiplication at surface, cell morphology was maintained, and no cell lysis was observed in any of the samples. Proliferation of cells represents the final stage of the cellular processes involved in the viability and survival properties of cells and can be summarized in sequential stages of contact, attachment, spreading and proliferation (29).

The mswaki fibre was also used by Mohammad and Turner in their study (18). They did not employ the direct contact method but used the tissue culture-gau overlay method (30) and reported cytotoxicity after 24 hours which was not observed in this study. The direct contact method allows for lipid soluble molecules to be absorbed during contact of the mswaki fibre with the gingival cells. The absence of cytotoxicity reported in this study could also be related to minimal constituents released from the single mswaki fibre within the culture well.

Conclusions
From this study the mswaki fibres were observed to have exhibited no cytotoxic effect on HGF cells, thus their use as a tool in the maintenance of oral hygiene can be recommended. Other studies should be directed into analyzing the cytotoxic effect of many more mswaki fibres within a culture well.
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